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New River Innovation, developers of the IRS response solution Beyond415, recently
announced major enhancements to the system. Among the long list of upgrades are a
new user interface and built-in CPE-certi�ed courses. Other powerful new features
were implemented based on user feedback and the company’s focus on offering a
solution that supports better year-round service to a �rm’s clients. 
Core enhancements to the current release of Beyond415 include:

Three free CPE credits with NASBA-certi�ed courses on post-�ling IRS practice and
procedure. 
Free IRS Reference Account that features a comprehensive IRS contact directory and
unlimited access to the Expert Community. 
Signi�cantly enhanced user interface, including quick search navigation. 
Online practitioner community where users can exchange information and share
issues and resolutions. 
Additional issue support, including an IRS Audit section complete with hundreds of
working papers.

The new version of Beyond415 truly represents a major release, offering big
improvements to elevate ease of use and providing practitioners with the tools
needed to better serve their clients with post-�ling issues. Considering the depth and
breadth of changes, it looks to be a homerun. 
For more information on Beyond415, visit www.beyond415.com. The company also
offers a free version of the software, allowing practitioners to test the system before
purchasing.
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